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THE 2017 INTERNATIONAL AIR LAW MOOT COURT COMPETITION: 

 

THE STATE OF LILLIPUT V. THE STATE OF BLEFUSCU 

IN THE MATTER OF STATE SUBSIDIES TO AIRLINES 

 

I. Background 

 

1. For the purposes of this Case, both of the States relevant to the problem—Lilliput and 

Blefuscu—are parties to the following multilateral agreements: 

a. 1945 United Nations Charter (U.N. Charter) 

b. 1944 Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago Convention), including the 

amendments thereto 

c. 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

 

2. Air services between Blefuscu and Lilliput are governed by a bilateral Air Services 

Agreement (ASA) negotiated and signed on 23 July 2010 and attached as Annex 1 to the 

Compromis. The ASA entered into force on 1 September 2010. 

 

3. In accordance with the ASA, Lilliput has designated two airlines to operate the agreed 

international services between Blefuscu and Lilliput, namely, Adventure Airlines and 

Swift Airways. 

 

4. At the time of the entry into force of the ASA, Adventure Airlines was the official State 

carrier of Lilliput, and was 100 percent owned by the State of Lilliput. 

 

5. Swift Airways was at the same time 100 percent privately owned by nationals of Lilliput, 

with a majority stake owned by an Lilliputian conglomerate heavily invested in mining 

interests. 

 

6. In 2012, Blefuscu passed Regulation 1:12 giving its administrative authorities broad 

powers to address illicit state subsidization of foreign air services. Regulation 1:12 is 

attached as Annex 2 to the Compromis. 

 

7. In spring 2014, Lilliput was devastated by a series of natural disasters.  Massive wildfires 

destroyed Lilliputian crops and threatened the capital city. The government’s ill-conceived 

attempt to protect the city by redirecting a nearby river resulted in widespread flooding and 

a health epidemic brought about by the diseased water.  

 

8. By late summer 2014, the worst of the natural disasters had subsided, but the Big-Endians, 

a religious minority group, had successfully exploited the fallout from the government’s 
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flawed handling of the fires and the severe economic turmoil accompanying the natural 

calamities to stoke revolutionary sentiment among the populace, fueling an outburst of 

political and civil unrest. 

 

9. Press reports out of Lilliput carried stories of a Big-Endian coup attempt in early 

September 2014, with rumors circulating about possible foreign interference contributing 

to the coup. These reports encouraged the flight of foreign capital from Lilliput and 

intensified the nation’s economic losses. 

 

10. In late September 2014, the government of Lilliput publicly declared that it had retaken 

control and suppressed the attempted coup. It also announced that it had taken emergency 

economic measures to recapitalize many of Lilliput’s struggling industries and to restore 

confidence to the economy. 

 

11. In April 2015 Wikileaks released a trove of internal communications by the Lilliputian 

government containing details about the period surrounding the coup. 

 

12. The e-mails revealed that Adventure Airlines had sustained 28 million U.S. dollars’ worth 

of losses to that point in 2014. 

 

13. According to the e-mails, the Lilliputian government first forgave Adventure Airlines for 

seven million U.S. dollars in debts to the State of Lilliput owed for unpaid airport charges 

and taxes. 

 

14. The e-mails further revealed that Lilliput then instead established a not-for-profit 

government corporation, provided it with 100 million U.S. dollars of capital and sold 100  

percent of the shares of Adventure Airlines to the government corporation, which 

continues to manage and operate Adventure Airlines to this day. 

 

15. The governmental e-mails also revealed that privately-owned Swift Airways was in severe 

financial distress at the time of the coup and that the owners had previously lobbied the 

Lilliputian government for a government loan. 

 

16. The Lilliputian government declined to invest State funds in a second airline, and instead 

brokered a sale of Swift Airways to Laputo Airlines, which had long wanted an affiliate in 

Lilliput’s region of the world. 

 

17. To comply with Lilliput’s domestic laws on foreign ownership of airlines, as well as 

numerous bilateral agreements to which Lilliput is a party, the sale was structured so that 

Laputo Airlines would only purchase 49 percent of Swift Airways. The remaining 51 
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percent of shares are owned by nationals of Lilliput. 

 

18. As part of the sale agreement, Laputo Airlines was given the right to select Swift Airways’ 

Chief Executive and to appoint the majority of the members of Swift Airways’ Board of 

Directors. Laputo Airlines would also have a veto over route expansion by Swift Airways. 

However, Swift Airways retained its own distinct branding and corporate headquarters in 

Lilliput. 

 

19. Laputo Airlines is itself 100 percent owned by the State of Laputo. 

 

20. Following the release of the Wikileaks e-mails, the Civil Aviation Authority of Blefuscu 

(CAAB) in late April 2015 issued notice that it was beginning proceedings to investigate 

both Swift Airways and Adventure Airlines on suspicion of unfairly benefiting from the 

receipt of State subsidies. 

 

21. In July 2015, the CAAB released the result of its investigation, finding both airlines to be 

in receipt of State subsidies, and to have derived an unfair competitive advantage 

therefrom. The findings did not include any evidence of unfair pricing practices, as the 

rates charged by Swift Airways and Adventure Airlines on flights between Lilliput and 

Blefuscu were in line with market conditions and competitive with those charged by 

Blefuscu’s carriers. 

 

22. Blefuscu and Lilliput immediately began consultations under the ASA in response to 

Blefuscu’s concerns. 

 

23. Having failed to reach a satisfactory resolution of the matter via consultations, in August 

2015 the CAAB exercised its authority under Regulation 1:12 to rescind the operating 

authority of both Swift Airways and Adventure Airlines to fly routes to and from Blefuscu. 

 

24. Lilliput objected to this action and accused Blefuscu of violating the bilateral ASA 

between the two States. Blefuscu insisted it was acting pursuant to its rights under the 

ASA. In turn, Lilliput then declared that it was exercising general international law rights 

of self-help, tu quoque and lawful retaliation to exclude all Blefuscudian carriers from 

operating to, from, or within Lilliputian airspace. The Lilliputian announcement was by 

presidential decree and did not reference the ASA or any other treaty. 

 

25. In September 2015, the two States entered into bilateral negotiations over their competing 

interpretations of the ASA, with particular regard to Blefuscu’s actions in immediately 

rescinding the operating authority of Lilliput’s two designated carriers, Lilliput’s response, 

and the financial history of Lilliput’s airlines. 
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26. After six months of unsuccessful negotiations, both States agreed to bring their dispute 

before the International Court of Justice by way of this Compromis. 

 

II. Action 

 

1. The State of Lilliput has asked the International Court of Justice to rule that: 

 

a. Because Lilliput’s financial contributions to Adventure Airlines are not in violation of 

Article 5 (Prices) of the bilateral ASA, and since that is the only provision of the ASA 

that deals with subsidies, Lilliput is not in violation of the ASA. 

b. By basing its determination of impermissible subsidies not on pricing, but on the 

existence of financial contributions from the State of Lilliput to its carriers, 

Regulation 1:12 is impermissibly extraterritorial in its effect. 

c. Blefuscu’s actions in revoking the operating authority of Lilliput’s two carriers were 

impermissibly unilateral and violated the ASA. 

d. Blefuscu’s actions in revoking the operating authority of Swift Airways are 

particularly illegal as Swift Airways receives no financial contributions from the State 

of Lilliput 

e. Lilliput’s retaliatory actions against Blefuscu’s airlines are legally appropriate. 

 

2. The State of Blefuscu has asked the International Court of Justice to rule that: 

 

a. Lilliput’s financial contributions to Adventure Airlines provide an unfair competitive 

advantage in violation of Article 6 (Fair Competition) of the ASA. 

b. Blefuscu’s Regulation 1:12 is a permissible exercise of regulatory authority under 

international law because of the consequences of Lilliput’s illegal subsidies on the 

market for flights from Lilliput to Blefuscu. 

c. Blefuscu’s actions in revoking the operating authority were consistent with Article 4 

(Revocation and Suspension of Authorization) of the ASA. 

d. Blefuscu is justified in revoking the operating authority of Swift Airways which 

derives an unfair competitive advantage from the receipt of State subsidies, even if 

those subsidies do not come directly from the State of Lilliput. 

e. Lilliput’s retaliatory actions against Blefuscu’s airlines are legally inappropriate. 
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Annex 1: the Air Services Agreement 

 

AIR SERVICES AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE STATE OF LILLIPUT 

AND 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE STATE OF BLEFUSCU 

 

The Government of the State of Lilliput and the Government of the State of Blefuscu, 

hereinafter referred to as the Contracting Parties, 

 

Being parties to the Convention on International Civil Aviation opened for signature at 

Chicago, on the 7 day of December 1944, 

 

Desiring to conclude an agreement for the purpose of establishing air services between their 

territories, 

 

Have agreed as follows: 

 

ARTICLE 1 

Definitions 

 

For the purpose of this Agreement, unless otherwise stated: 

(a) the term “Aeronautical Authorities" means: for the State of Lilliput; for the State of 

Blefuscu : the Ministry of Transport and Communications, or in either case any person 

or body authorized to perform any functions at present exercised by the said Authorities; 

(b) the terms "Agreed Service" and "Specified Route" mean: international air service 

pursuant to this Agreement and the route specified in the Annex to this Agreement 

respectively; 

(c) the term "Agreement" means: this Agreement, its Annex drawn up in application thereof, 

as well as any amendment to the Agreement or the Annex; 

(d) the terms "Air Service", "International Air Service", "Airline" and "Stop for non-traffic 

purposes" shall have the meaning respectively assigned to them in Article 96 of the 

Convention; 

(e) the term “the Convention" means: the Convention on International Civil Aviation, 

opened for signature at Chicago on 7 December 1944, and includes any Annex adopted 

under Article 90 of that Convention and any amendment of the Annexes or the 

Convention under Articles 90 and 94 thereof, insofar as those Annexes and amendments 

have become effective for, or been ratified by both Contracting Parties; 
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(f) the term "Designated Airline" means: the Airline which has been designated and 

authorized in accordance with Article 3 of this Agreement (Designation and 

Authorization); 

(g) the term "Territory" in relation to either Contracting Party shall be deemed to be the 

 land areas and territorial waters adjacent thereto under the sovereignty, suzerainty, 

protection or mandate of the Contracting Party, in accordance with Article 2 of the 

Convention; 

(h) the term “User Charge” means: a charge imposed on Airlines for the provision of airport, 

airport environmental, air navigation, or aviation security facilities or services including 

related services and facilities; 

(i) the term "Capacity" means: the combination of frequency per week and (the 

configuration of) the type of aircraft used on the route offered to the public by the 

Designated Airline(s). 

 

ARTICLE 2 

Grant of Rights 

 

1. Each Contracting Party grants to the other Contracting Party the following rights for the 

conduct of international air transportation by the Designated Airline(s) of the other 

Contracting Party: 

a. the right to fly across its Territory without landing; 

b. the right to make stops in its Territory for non-traffic purposes; and 

c. While operating an Agreed Service on a Specified Route, the right to make stops in its 

Territory for the purposes of taking up and discharging international traffic in 

passengers, baggage, cargo and mail, separately or in combination, including the 

freedom to take up and discharging international traffic to or from a third State. 

Nothing in paragraph 1 of this Article shall be deemed to grant the right for one 

Contracting Party's Airline(s) to participate in air transportation between points in the 

Territory of the other Contracting Party (cabotage). 

 

2. Any intermediate points and/or points beyond may be served by the Designated 

Airline(s) of one Contracting Party without exercising fifth freedom traffic rights 

between those points and the Territory of the other Contracting Party. Such fifth freedom 

traffic rights may, however, be exercised by the Designated Airline(s) of one Contracting 

Party after having obtained prior approval of the Aeronautical Authorities of the other 

Contracting Party. 
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ARTICLE 3 

Designation and Authorization 

 

1. Either Contracting Party shall have the right, by written notification through diplomatic 

channels to the other Contracting Party, to designate two airlines to operate International 

Air Services on the routes specified in the Annex and to substitute another Airline for an 

Airline previously designated. 

 

2. On receipt of such a notification and of applications from the Designated Airline, in the 

form and manner prescribed for operating authorizations and technical permissions, 

either Contracting Party shall, with minimum procedural delay, grant to the Airline so 

designated by the other Contracting Party the appropriate operating authorizations, 

provided that the Designated Airline is qualified to meet the conditions prescribed under 

the laws and regulations normally applied to the operation of international air 

transportation by the Contracting Party considering the application or applications. 

 

3. Upon receipt of the operating authorization of paragraph 2 of this Article the Designated 

Airline may at any time begin to operate the Agreed Services, in part or in whole, 

provided that it complies with the provisions of this Agreement. 

 

ARTICLE 4 

Revocation and Suspension of Authorization 

 

1. Each Contracting Party shall have the right to withhold, revoke, suspend or limit the 

operating authorizations of an Airline designated by the other Contracting Party in event 

of any of the following: 

a. such airline is not able to prove upon request that the majority ownership and 

effective control of such airline are vested in nationals or corporations of the other 

Contracting Party or in that Party itself. 

b. in case that Airline has failed to comply with the laws and regulations referred to in 

Article 9 (Application of Laws, Regulations and Procedures) of this Agreement; 

c. in case the other Contracting Party is not maintaining and administering the standards 

set forth in Article 11 (Safety) and Article 12 (Aviation Security); 

d. in the event of failure by such Airline to qualify before the Aeronautical Authorities 

of the Contracting Party assessing the authorization, under the laws and regulations 

normally and reasonably applied to the operation of International Air Services by 

these Authorities in conformity with the Convention; 

e. in case the Airline otherwise fails to operate in accordance with the conditions 

prescribed under this Agreement. 
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2. Unless immediate action is essential to prevent further non-compliance with paragraph 1 

of this Article, the rights established by this Article shall be exercised only after 

consultation with the other Contracting Party. Unless otherwise agreed by the 

Contracting Parties, such consultations shall begin within a period of sixty (60) days 

from the date of receipt of the request. 

 

3. This Article does not limit the rights of either Contracting Party to withhold, revoke, 

limit or impose conditions on the operating authorization of an Airline or Airlines of the 

other Contracting Party in accordance with the provisions of Article 12 (Aviation 

Security). 

 

ARTICLE 5  

Prices 

 

1. Each Contracting Party shall allow Prices for air transportation to be established by each 

Designated Airline based upon commercial considerations in the marketplace. 

Intervention by the Contracting Parties shall be limited to: 

a. prevention of unreasonably discriminatory Prices or practices; 

b. protection of consumers from Prices that are unreasonably high or restrictive due to 

the abuse of a dominant position; 

c. protection of Airlines from Prices that are artificially low due to direct or indirect 

governmental subsidy or support. 

 

2. Each Contracting Party may require notification to its Aeronautical  Authorities of Prices 

to be charged to or from its Territory by Airlines of the other Contracting Party. 

 

3. Neither Contracting Party shall take unilateral action to prevent the inauguration or 

continuation of a Price charged or proposed to be charged by (a) an Airline of either 

Contracting Party for international air transportation between the territories of the 

Contracting parties, or (b) an Airline of one Contracting Party for international air 

transportation between the Territory of the other Contracting Party and any other 

country. 

 

4. If either Contracting Party considers any such Price inconsistent with the considerations 

set forth in paragraph (1) of this Article, it shall request consultations and notify the 

other Contracting Party of the reasons for its dissatisfaction as soon as possible. These 

consultations shall be held not later than thirty (30) days after receipt of the request, and 

the Contracting parties shall co-operate in securing information necessary for reasoned 
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resolution of the issue. If the Contracting Parties reach agreement with respect to a Price 

for which a notice of dissatisfaction has been given, each Contracting Party shall use its 

best efforts to put that agreement into effect. Without such mutual agreement, the Price 

shall take effect or continue to be in effect. 

 

ARTICLE 6 

Fair Competition 

 

1. Each Contracting Party shall allow a fair and equal opportunity for each Designated 

Airline to compete in providing the international air transportation governed by this 

Agreement. 

 

2. Each Contracting Party shall take all appropriate action within its jurisdiction to 

eliminate all forms of discrimination or unfair competitive practices adversely affecting 

the competitive position of a Designated Airline of the other Contracting Party. 

 

3. Each Contracting Party shall allow each Designated Airline to determine, within the 

entitlements contained in the Annex, the frequency and capacity of the international air 

transportation it offers based upon commercial considerations in the marketplace. 

Consistent with this right, neither Contracting Party shall unilaterally limit the volume of 

traffic, frequency or regularity of service, or the aircraft type(s) operated by the 

Designated Airline(s) of the other Contracting Party, except as may be required for 

customs, technical, operational, or environmental reasons under uniform conditions 

consistent with Article 15 of the Convention. 

 

4. Neither Party shall impose on the other Party’s Designated Airlines a first-refusal 

requirement, uplift ratio, no-objection fee, or any other requirement with respect to 

capacity, frequency or traffic that would be inconsistent with the purposes of this 

Agreement.

 

ARTICLE 7 

Taxes, Customs Duties and Charges 

 

1. Aircraft operating  International Air Services by the Designated Airline(s) of either 

Contracting Party, as well as their regular equipment, spare parts, supplies of fuels and 

lubricants, aircraft stores, as well as advertising and promotional material kept on board 

such aircraft shall, on the basis of reciprocity, be exempt from all customs duties, 

inspection fees and similar national or local duties and charges, on arrival in the 

Territory of the Contracting Party, provided such equipment and supplies remain on 
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board the aircraft up to such time as they are re-exported. 

 

2. The exemptions provided by this Article shall also be available where a Designated 

Airline of one Contracting Party has contracted with another Airline, which similarly 

enjoys such exemptions from the other Contracting Party, for the loan or transfer in the 

Territory of the other Contracting Party of the items specified in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of 

this Article. 

 

ARTICLE 8 

User Charges 

 

1. User Charges that may be imposed by the competent charging authorities or bodies of 

each Contracting Party on the Airlines of the other Contracting Party shall be just, 

reasonable, not unjustly discriminatory, and equitably appointed among categories of 

users. In any event, any such Users Charges shall be assessed on the Designated Airlines 

of the other Contracting Party on terms not less favorable than the most favorable terms 

available to any other Airline at the time the charges are assessed. 

 

2. User Charges imposed on the Designated Airlines of the other Contracting Party may 

reflect, but shall not exceed, the full cost to the competent charging authorities or bodies 

of providing the appropriate airport, airport environmental, air navigation, and aviation 

security facilities and services at the airport or within the airport system. Such full cost 

may include a reasonable return on assets, after depreciation. Facilities and services for 

which charges are made shall be provided on an efficient and economic basis. 

 

ARTICLE 9 

Application of Laws, Regulations and Procedures 

 

1. The laws, regulations and procedures of either Contracting Party relating to the entrance 

or entry into or departure from its Territory of aircraft engaged in the operation of the 

agreed international air services, or to the operation and navigation of such aircraft, shall 

be complied with by the Designated Airline(s) of the other Contracting Party upon 

entrance into, while within the Territory of the Contracting Party, and until and including 

departure from, the said Territory. 
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2. The laws, regulations and procedures of either Contracting Party relating to immigration, 

passports, or other approved travel documents, entry, clearance, customs and quarantine 

shall be complied with, by or on behalf of crews, passengers, cargo and mail carried by 

aircraft of the Designated Airline(s) of the other Contracting Party upon their entrance into, 

and until and including their departure from the Territory of the said Contracting Party. 

 

3. Passengers, baggage and cargo in transit across the Territory of either Contracting Party 

and not leaving the area of the airport reserved for such purpose shall, except in respect of 

security measures against violence and air piracy, be subject to no more than a simplified 

control. 

 

4. Neither of the Contracting Parties shall give preference to any other Airline over the 

Designated Airline(s) of the other Contracting Party in the application of its customs, 

immigration, quarantine, and similar regulations; or in the use of airports, airways and air 

traffic services and associated facilities under its control. 

 

5. Each Contracting Party shall, upon request of the other Contracting Party supply copies of 

the relevant laws, regulations and procedures referred to in this Agreement. 

 

ARTICLE 10 

Recognition of Certificates and Licenses 

 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses issued, or rendered in 

reciprocity, by one Contracting Party and still valid, shall be recognized as valid by the other 

Contracting Party for the purpose of operating the Agreed Services on the Specified Routes, 

provided that the requirements under which such certificates and licenses were issued, or 

rendered in reciprocity, are equal to or higher than the minimum requirements which are, or may 

be in the future, established under the Convention. 

 

Each Contracting Party, however, reserves the right to refuse to recognize, for flights above its 

Territory, certificates of competency and licenses granted to or validated for its own nationals by 

the other Contracting Party. 

 

ARTICLE 11 Safety 

 

1. Each contracting Party may request consultations at any time concerning safety standards 

in any area relating to air crew, aircraft or their operation adopted by the other Contracting 

Party. Such consultations shall take place within 30 (thirty) days of that request. 
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2. If, following such consultations, one Contracting Party finds that the other Contracting 

Party does not effectively maintain and administer safety standards and requirements in any 

such area that are at least equal to the minimum standards established at that time pursuant 

to the Convention, the first Contracting Party shall notify the other Contracting Party of 

those findings and the steps considered necessary to conform with those minimum 

standards, and that other Contracting Party shall take appropriate corrective action. Failure 

by the other Contracting Party to take appropriate action within 15 days or such longer 

period as may be agreed, shall be grounds for the application of Article 4 of this Agreement 

(Revocation and Suspension of Authorization). 

 

3. Each Contracting Party shall see to it that each Designated Airline will be provided with 

communicative, aviation and meteorological facilities and any other Services necessary for 

the safe operations of the Agreed Services in conformity with the Chicago Convention and 

its Annexes. 

 

ARTICLE 12 

Aviation Security 

 

1. The Contracting Parties agree to provide assistance to each other as necessary with a view 

to preventing unlawful seizure of aircraft and other unlawful acts against the safety of 

aircraft, its passengers and crew, airports and air navigation facilities and any other threat to 

security of civil aviation. 

 

2. Each Contracting Party agrees to observe non-discriminatory and generally applicable 

security provisions required by the other Contracting Party for entry into the Territory of 

the other Contracting Party and to take adequate measures to inspect passengers and their 

carry-on items. Each Contracting Party shall also give sympathetic consideration to any 

request from the other Contracting Party for special security measures for its aircraft or 

passengers to meet a particular threat. 

 

3. The Contracting Parties shall act in accordance with applicable aviation security provisions 

established by the International Civil Aviation Organization and its Annexes. Should a 

Contracting Party depart from such provisions, the other Contracting Party may request 

consultations with that Contracting Party. Unless otherwise agreed by the Contracting 

Parties, such consultation shall begin within a period of 60 (sixty) days from the date of 

receipt of such a request. Failure to reach a satisfactory agreement could constitute grounds 

for the application of Article 15 of this Agreement.  

 

4. In accordance with their rights and obligations under international law, the Parties reaffirm 

that their obligation to each other to protect the security of civil aviation against acts of 

unlawful interference forms an integral part of this Agreement. Without limiting the 
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generality of their rights and obligations under international law, the Parties shall in 

particular act in conformity with the following agreements: the Convention on Offences 

and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft, done at Tokyo, 14 September 1963, 

the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, done at The Hague, 16 

December 1970, the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of 

Civil Aviation, done at Montreal, 23 September 1971, and the Protocol for the Suppression 

of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation, done at 

Montreal, 24 February 1988. 

 

5. When a Contracting Party has reasonable grounds to believe that the other Contracting 

Party has departed from the aviation security provisions of this Article, the Aeronautical 

Authorities of the first Contracting Party may request immediate consultations with the 

Aeronautical Authorities of the other Contracting Party. Failure to reach a satisfactory 

agreement within 30 days from the date of such request shall constitute grounds to 

withhold, revoke, limit or impose conditions on the operating authorization of an Airline or 

Airlines of that other Contracting Party. When required by an emergency, a Contracting 

Party may take interim action prior to the expiration of these 30 days.

 

ARTICLE 13 

Consultation and Amendment 

 

1. In a spirit of close cooperation the Aeronautical Authorities of the Contracting Parties 

may consult each other from time to time with a view to ensuring the implementation of, 

and satisfactory compliance with, the provisions of this Agreement. 

 

2. Either Contracting Party may request consultations with a view to amend this 

Agreement. These consultations shall begin within sixty (60) days from the date of the 

receipt of the request by the other Contracting Party, unless otherwise agreed. Such 

consultations may be conducted through discussion or by correspondence. 

 

3. Any amendment of this Agreement agreed upon by the Contracting Parties, shall come 

into force on the date on which the Contracting Parties have informed each other in 

writing, through the exchange of diplomatic notes, of the completion of their respective 

constitutional requirements. 

 

ARTICLE 14 

Settlement of Disputes 

 

1. If any dispute arises between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation or 

application of this Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall in the first place endeavour 
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to settle their disagreement by bilateral consultations and negotiations. 

 

2. If the Contracting Parties fail to reach a settlement by negotiation, the disagreement may 

at the request of either Contracting Party be submitted for decision to the International 

Court of Justice. 

 

3. The Contracting Parties undertake to comply with any decision given under paragraph 2 

of this Article. 

 

ARTICLE 15 

Duration and Termination 

 

1. Either Contracting Party may, at any time, give notice in writing through diplomatic 

channels to the other Contracting Party of its decision to terminate this Agreement. 

 

2. Such notice shall be simultaneously communicated to the International Civil Aviation 

Organization. In such case this Agreement shall terminate 12 (twelve) months months 

after the date of receipt of the notice by the other Contracting Party, unless the notice to 

terminate is withdrawn by agreement between the Contracting Parties before the expiry 

of this period. In the absence of acknowledgement of receipt of the notice of termination 

by the other Contracting Party, such notice shall be deemed to have been received 

fourteen (14) working days after the receipt of that notice by the International Civil 

Aviation Organization. 

 

ARTICLE 16 

Registration with ICAO 

 

This Agreement shall be registered with the International Civil Aviation Organization. 

 

ARTICLE 17 

Applicability of Multilateral Agreements and Conventions 

 

1. The provisions of the Convention shall be applicable to this Agreement. 

 

2. If a multilateral agreement or convention, accepted by both Contracting Parties, 

concerning any matter covered by this Agreement, enters into force, the relevant 
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provisions of that multilateral agreement or convention shall supersede the relevant 

provisions of this Agreement. 

 

 

3. The Contracting Parties may consult each other to determine the consequences for the 

Agreement of the supersession, as mentioned under paragraph 2 of this Article and to 

agree upon required amendments to the Agreement. 

 

ARTICLE 18 

Entry into Force 

 

This Agreement shall come into force on the first day of the second month following the date 

on which the Contracting Parties have informed each other in writing that the formalities, 

constitutionally required therefore in their respective countries, have been complied with.
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Annex 2: Blefuscu Regulation 1:12 

 

ARTICLE 1 

Principles 

 

A measure for redress may be imposed for the purpose of offsetting: 

1.  a subsidy granted, directly or indirectly, to a foreign air carrier; or 

2.  unfair pricing practices by foreign air carriers; 

concerning the supply of air services on one or more routes to and from Blefuscu which cause 

injury to the Blefuscudian airline industry. 

 

ARTICLE 2 

Subsidies 

 

1.  A subsidy shall be deemed to exist if: 

(a) there is a financial contribution by a government or regional body or other public 

organization, that is to say, where: 

(i) a practice of a government or regional body or other public organization involves a 

direct transfer of funds such as grants, loans or equity infusion, potential direct 

transfer of funds to the company or the assumption of liabilities of the company 

such as loan guarantees; 

(ii) revenue of a government or regional body or other public organization that is 

otherwise due is foregone or not collected; 

(iii) a government or regional body or other public organization provides goods or 

services other than general infrastructure, or purchases goods or services; 

(iv) a government or regional body or other public organization makes payments to a 

funding mechanism or entrusts or directs a private body to carry out one or more of 

the type of functions illustrated under (i), (ii) and (iii) which would normally be 

vested in the government and, in practice, in no real sense differs from practices 

normally followed by governments; 

(b)  and a benefit is thereby conferred. 

 

2. Subsidies shall be subject to measures for redress only if the subsidies are limited, in law or 

in fact, to an enterprise or industry or group of enterprises or industries within the 

jurisdiction of the granting authority. 

 

ARTICLE 3 

Unfair Pricing Practices 

 

1. Unfair pricing practices shall be deemed to exist on a particular air service to or from 

Blefuscu where foreign air carriers: 



 

 

(a) benefit from a non-commercial advantage, and 

(b) charge air fares which are sufficiently below those offered by competing Blefuscudian air 

carriers to cause injury. 

These practices must be clearly distinguishable from normal competitive pricing practices. 

 

2. When comparing airfares, account shall be taken of the following elements: 

(a) the actual price at which tickets are offered for sale; 

(b) the number of seats proposed at an allegedly unfair price out of the total number of seats 

available on the aircraft; 

(c) the restrictions and conditions attached to the tickets sold at an allegedly unfair price; 

(d) the level of service proposed by all carriers providing the like air service in question; 

(e) the actual costs of the foreign carrier providing the services, plus a reasonable margin of 

profit; and 

(f) the situation, in terms of points (a) to (e), on comparable routes. 

 

ARTICLE 4 

Determination of injury 

 

1. The determination of injury shall involve an objective examination of both: 

(a) the level of fares of the air services under consideration and the effect of such air 

services on fares offered by Blefuscudian air carriers; and 

(b) the impact of those air services on the Blefuscudian airline industry, as indicated by 

trends or anticipated trends in a number of economic indicators such as number of 

flights, utilization of capacity, passenger bookings, market share, profits, return on 

capital, investment, employment. 

No one or more of these factors can necessarily give decisive guidance. 

 

2. It shall be demonstrated that the air services under consideration are causing or expected to 

cause injury within the meaning of this Regulation. 

 

ARTICLE 5 

Measures for Redress 

 

1. Where the facts as finally established show the existence of subsidies or unfair pricing 

practices and the injury caused thereby, and Blefuscudian interests calls for intervention, a 

redressive measure shall be imposed. 

 

2. Measures for redress can take the form of: 

(a) requirement of filing of schedules by the foreign airline for prior approval by the 

Blefuscudian government; 

(b) imposition of tariffs against foreign airlines offsetting the amount of the subsidy; or 
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(c) revocation of the operating authority of the offending airline. 

 

3. The form of redressive measure chosen will be entirely at the discretion of the Civil 

Aviation Authority of Blefuscu, determined on the basis of Blefuscu’s best interests. 

 

 

ARTICLE 6 

Entry into Force 

 

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following its publication in the Official Gazette 

of Blefuscu. 


